Review of innovations in the South African collection industry

The objective of this review was to provide an overview of new developments and innovations within the collections industry that could possible enhance the performance of collection agencies, specifically in South Africa. A literature study was conducted to determine current practices in the collections industry, as well as possible future innovations. A significant trend identified throughout the literature study was the increasing prioritisation of automated digital communication in several aspects of debt collection. It is reasonable to assume that this trend will continue to become the industry standard. Four recommendations are made based on the findings of the literature study. Firstly, South African collection agencies should investigate the feasibility of developing an app-based solution to performing collections. Secondly, collection agencies should supplement traditional modelling techniques with other tools, such as those developed in the field of machine learning. Thirdly, collection agencies could consider using speech analytics to obtain insights into call centre agents’ performance and adherence to business rules. Lastly, the usage of social media data in collections as well as credit risk modelling in general is recommended as a topic for future study.

Significance:

- A review of the various techniques currently employed in the field of debt collections may serve as useful reference for both academics and those working in debt collections.
- Recommendations are provided to assist businesses in aligning the operational models of their debt collection units to industry best practice.
- Topics for future research in this crucial sector of the economy, which brings together such fields as risk governance, predictive modelling, human psychology, debt management, legal compliance and business analysis, are provided.

Introduction

Collections agencies normally act as external debt collecting agencies for a diverse selection of institutions that may, during the normal course of their operations, encounter defaulters. These defaulters have breached their legal requirements and failed to fully repay the debt extended to them. This scenario may have several adverse effects on the company – the two most direct being a financial loss and the opportunity cost of the capital extended to the debtor. Debt collection is the process of trying to minimise these losses by recouping some of the debt. Companies may choose to make use of internal or external debt collection strategies, or a combination of the two. It is usual that external debt collectors receive those debtors who have proven unresponsive to internal collection efforts. Debtors referred to external collectors usually differ significantly in their repayment characteristics from those who respond to internal efforts. It has been shown that the difference can be as extreme as 10% non-payers for internal collections versus 83% for external collections, and 30% full repayments versus 0.7%, respectively. Thus, with such a low probability of collecting on outstanding debt, it is critical that the collections process be as efficient as possible for external debt collectors to operate profitably.

As the purpose of this paper was to explore current best practices and possible future developments in the collections industry, as per the academic and business literature, the main research topics addressed are:

- traditional and innovative methods of creating debt collections queues;
- innovative strategies employed by leading debt collections agencies to optimise their operational profitability;
- methods for assessing and comparing the performance of different collections strategies;
- data sources not currently used by collections agencies in South Africa, which might have significant predictive power; and
- machine-learning techniques capable of modelling and improving the collections process.

We aimed to provide South African collection agencies with innovative thinking and strategies. From a brief review of the collection process, we identified four areas that became the focus of our research: (1) innovative uses of data sources in collections; (2) innovative uses of machine learning (and other statistical modelling techniques) in collections; (3) innovative ways to enhance collection strategies; and (4) innovative ways to evaluate collection strategies.

The collection process

The collections process is described briefly. Debtors purchase products or services on credit. Those who default on their repayment and are not collected on by internal collections are amalgamated into debtor lists. These lists are then provided to collection agencies which combine the information contained therein with additional data...
sources to create collections queues. Collections agents are assigned to these queues with the aim of recovering as much of the debt as possible. Collection agencies typically levy a commission on the recovered debt and pay over the remainder to their clients.

The collection process is demonstrated visually in Figure 1. Our research will focus on the four main operational phases in this collection process.

**Phase 1: Receiving debtor list**
The first of these, receiving the debtor lists, is not elaborated upon specifically, but research pertaining to the other phases was conducted.

**Phase 2: Collecting and aggregating information**
This critical operational phase pertains to the collection and aggregation of information on those individuals on the debtor list. Several data sources can be used during this phase. Traditional data sources include data from the clients and credit bureaus. Additional data sources are summarised below.

**Phase 3: Analysing debtors and creating collection queues**
This phase involves the analysis of debtors and then creation of collection queues. Based on a specific collection strategy, a call agent can be assigned to a specific group of debtors, that is, a queue. This queue may also include a prioritisation of debtors.

In this phase, the data collected during the previous stage are used as inputs to a chosen model. Typically this model should return scores of individual debtors. This score should, at a minimum, provide a collection agency with estimates of the likelihood of obtaining a promise-to-pay, the conversion thereof to recovery-rate and expected amount collected, the likelihood of zero payment as well as expected collections cost and the expected collections period. It is important to note that the above aspects may be modelled separately or jointly, and that several different models can be used, and each has its own respective strengths and weaknesses. Consequently, traditional methods can be complemented by techniques from other fields such as machine learning. The collection queues are then created using the scores as generated by the model. Logically, higher scores should be associated with better repayment behaviour and thus higher operational profit.

**Phase 4: Collections practices at the operational level**
During this phase, the output from the previous phase is used to assign collection queues to agents, who attempt to recover as much of the debt as possible. The collections strategy becomes effective during this phase, as it determines the communications method used and provides guidelines for agent interaction with debtors. A holistic collections strategy might also contain recommendations regarding write-off of debtors, as well as the method whereby agents are assigned to queues.

**Phase 5: Evaluating collections strategies and queue building models**
This phase occurs concurrently with all the other phases and involves the monitoring of each phase whilst identifying possible irregularities and inefficient strategies. The performance of strategies and models should be assessed regularly and corrective measures taken as and when necessary. Collecting data on strategy performance will allow management to make data-driven business decisions and optimise operational efficiency on many fronts. It is critical that the evaluation methods be established up front and be applied consistently.

As our aim was to identify emerging practices, our research was not restricted specifically to the collections industry. Several possible new strategies and ideas emerged in the broader financial sector. It is reasonable to assume that companies might also be hesitant to publish extensive technical details pertaining to their internal systems, as considerable resources are spent developing these systems and companies will want to protect their investments. Business and academic publications were used, as they tend to have different focuses: academic publications contain more theoretical and technical details whilst business publications focus on operational implementations and business results. Case studies were preferred to highly theoretical publications as these address ‘real-life’ scenarios and report proven results. Note also that these case studies – specifically those from vendors – are perhaps less reliable, as they are not subject to peer review and exist primarily to serve as marketing tools; the results reported can reasonably be assumed to be biased and selectively chosen to reflect positively on the respective business.

In each of these four operational phases, specific research topics were identified as shown in Table 1. The rest of the paper will be presented around the research topics listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational phase</th>
<th>Research topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2: Collecting and aggregating information</td>
<td>Innovative uses of data sources in collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3: Analysing debtors and creating collection queues</td>
<td>Innovative uses of machine learning (and other statistical modelling techniques) in collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4: Collections practices at the operational level</td>
<td>Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 5: Evaluating collections strategies and queue-building models</td>
<td>Innovative ways of evaluating collection strategies (in such a way that comparison between different strategies can be objectively made)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Innovative uses of data sources in collections**
During the research process, several different data sources were identified that could be used in the collections industry. The main data sources identified are listed in Table 2. It is important to consider that not all these data might have significant predictive power, and it is recommended that the predictive power be investigated before inclusion in the queue-building models to prevent unnecessary inflation of the data’s dimensionality. The usability of these data in terms of current legislation should also be considered – there are rich sources of data which are precluded from use in collections strategies in terms of existing legislation.
Table 2: Innovative uses of data sources in collections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Possible application in collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social media data</td>
<td>Not used extensively in South Africa yet, but many case studies in the USA have shown possible extensions of standard models to include these data in collections²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-location data</td>
<td>Can be used to identify areas with significant numbers of debtors; to identify possible relationships between location and repayment behaviour; and to identify which areas are connecting with a specific collection agency’s social media footprint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device data</td>
<td>A collections strategy could be linked to device used, i.e. those who prefer mobile devices might be more responsive to telephonic or phone text communication, whilst desktop users might prefer email correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data brokers</td>
<td>Many case studies in the USA² have shown possible extensions of standard models to include the extensive types of data that data brokers can provide into predictive modelling (e.g. collections)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social media data vendors, like Datasift and GNIP, provide services such as aggregating data across multiple social platforms (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.). Communication with Datasift suggests that privacy laws restrict the use of individuals’ data. Only publicly available data may be used under these laws and the ethical implications thereof should be considered. Datasift offers the provision of data starting at costs of USD15 000 per month. GNIP, a daughter company of Twitter, provides packages of one million tweets, with prices starting at USD1250. A possible application is to link a collections strategy to debtor interaction with social media, i.e. the debtors might be more receptive after interaction with agent correspondence.

Step-by-step guides² have been published which describe methods to search and extract the social media data based on the criteria specified by individuals on popular social networks like LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter. Ultimately, the goal is still to link customer behaviour with propensity to pay and selection of collections strategy.¹ Web structure mining, web content mining and web usage mining are three methods discussed in Potharst² to extract data from any site in general.

Another innovative use of data in collections is the utilisation of geo-location data (inferred from cell or mobile phone data, or from Facebook etc.). Possible applications of geo-location analysis to collection agencies include: identifying areas with significant numbers of debtors; identifying possible relationships between location and repayment behaviour; and identifying which areas align with a specific collection agency’s social media footprint.

The possible use of device data should also be investigated as inputs to the queue-building models. A collections strategy could be linked to preferred device, i.e. those who prefer mobile devices might be more responsive to app-based communication whilst desktop users might prefer more traditional methods such as email – although this is rapidly changing as emails are equally accessible on modern mobile devices. Another possible application of social media data and device data, is to investigate the relationship between the time of day when communication occurs and likelihood of obtaining a promise-to-pay.

Data brokers, also known as data aggregators, collect data on individuals from several domains. A comprehensive overview of data brokers was compiled by Clearinghouse², and includes the following major data brokers based in the USA: Axicom, Corelogic, Datalogix, eBureau, ID Analytics, Intelius, PeekYou, Rapleaf and Recorded Future. Similar companies operating in South Africa are Background Check International, Dracore and Blue Label Data Solution. Table 3 gives an overview of the data provided by data brokers as well as the possible application to debt collection. Table 3 also includes some examples of the data in each data domain. The use of data brokers is already an existing practice in South African collection agencies (with compliance being an integral consideration), but the use of some data categories, specifically online behavioural data, is limited or undocumented. Many case studies in the USA have shown possible extensions of standard models to include this type of data, e.g. an overview of data-mining techniques applied to analysis of social media data is provided by Injadat al.²

In sum, collection agencies could investigate augmenting their existing data with additional data sources, which include social media data and other online behaviour, geo-location data, device data, and data provided by data brokers. These data sources can be used to augment the scoring of debtors and the determination of appropriate collections strategies.

Innovative uses of machine learning in collections

Scorecards, such as those used for credit card applications, have traditionally employed the statistical method known as logistic regression. An introduction to the methodology commonly used during scorecard building is provided by Siddiqui. Scorecards have some similarity to collection queues as both involve estimates of an individual’s ability to pay. Logistic regression does, however, have very specific weaknesses (e.g. assumption of linear relationship between the logit of the target variable and other explanatory variables).

Machine-learning techniques are frequently used to overcome the limitations of logistic regression. Challenger models, based on machine-learning techniques, might outperform traditional techniques when the assumptions of those traditional techniques are not appropriate.

Currently, most collection agencies in South Africa use either expert knowledge or logistic regression or a combination to model collection aspects. For example, in an industry directed research project that was done for MBD in 2007, a collections scoring model was developed using logistic regression.³ Another industry directed research project that was done for Absa Bank in 2012 also used logistic regression to develop a collection scorecard.³ An additional example is a project done for Shapiro Shalk Defries & Associates in 2017 which also revealed (via the personal observation of A.B.) that this perception exists in South Africa. The same observation was made by DMC Debt Management (Myburgh S, 2018, email communication, February 1), that is, that most of the collection agencies in South Africa use either expert knowledge or logistic regression (or a combination).

The field of machine learning has seen a significant growth in industry interest over the past years.² Machine-learning techniques are applied to social media data in the literature and it is reported that the unstructured nature of the data, as well as some applications which require unsupervised learning, were significant contributors to the choice of using machine learning.³ The most frequently employed techniques were support vector machines, classification trees and Bayesian networks. An important result to note here is that no single machine-learning technique will consistently outperform all others in all contexts. A summary of innovative uses of machine learning and other statistical modelling techniques is provided in Table 4.

It has been argued³⁵ that the use of machine learning has many possible advantages for debt collectors. Several considerations when building collection queues are raised by Davey²⁶ which could be easily solved by using machine-learning techniques. For example, a typical trend experienced by collectors is that debtors increasingly prefer to repay their debt over long periods of time rather than once-off or over short periods. Such a repayment structure requires the modelling of payment streams, in both amounts and timing. Consequently, the models used to score debtors need to take the collections period into account, as it is a significant factor affecting operational profitability (increased costs and time value of money). One of the abilities of machine-learning techniques is to find deep patterns in the data, which humans cannot reasonably be expected to identify. A critical point raised is the need to recalculate debtors’ scores as regularly as possible²⁶, as new data might become available which are not accounted for by older scores. Real-world results reported by Davey²⁶ for companies using First Data’s PREDIGY® which is based on machine-learning techniques include a financial institution which reduced their losses on delinquent accounts by USD2.1 million and a management agency which increased their collection agents’ performance by 18%. Note that these specific results do not convey any details on the specific machine-learning technique used, but generally refer to it as ‘strategic predictive analytics’.

---


Table 3: Overview of data provided by data brokers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data domain</th>
<th>Application to debt collection</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sensitive identity data               | Possible, but ethical and legal implications | Social security number  
Driver’s licence number  
Birth date  
Birth dates of children in household  
Birth dates of family members in household |
| Identifying data                      | Currently used in collections | Name  
Previously used names  
Address  
Address history  
Longitude and latitude  
Phone numbers  
Email address |
| Social media and technology data      | Still a developing field and not used extensively in South Africa yet, but many case studies in the USA have shown possible extensions of standard models to include these data | Electronics purchases  
Friend connections  
Internet connection type  
Internet provider  
Level of usage  
Heavy Facebook user  
Heavy Twitter user (Twitter user with 250 + friends)  
Is a member of over five social networks  
Online influence estimation  
Operating system  
Software purchases  
Type of media posted (text, video, multimedia, etc.)  
Uploaded pictures  
Use of long-distance calling services  
Desktop computer access  
Use of mobile devices  
Social media and Internet accounts |
| Demographic data                      | Can be used as input to behavioural analytics models or be used to determine communications strategy | Gender  
Age  
Marital status |
| Court and public record data          | Can be used as input to behavioural analytics models | Court orders  
Planned court appearances  
Criminal record |
| General interest data                 | Behavioural analytics and debtor profiling | Online activity  
Community participation |
| Financial data                        | Determine ability to pay | Employment status  
Length of current employment  
Income |
| Vehicle data                          | No case studies were found which utilised these data, but abstract underlying patterns might exist which could be used as part of the models | Vehicle ownership, including number and type of vehicles  
Purchase of new or second-hand vehicles |
| Travel data                           | Not used in collections currently, but applications should be investigated (e.g. perhaps people who travel extensively should rather be contacted via phone text/email and not via telephone calls) | Holiday club membership  
Airline loyalty member |
| Purchase behaviour data               | Models to predict wallet prioritisation and models to profile debtors | Month-to-month variance in expenditure  
Fixed expenditure  
Blacklist status |
| Health data                           | Might determine ability to pay (fitness for work) and wallet prioritisation (e.g. medical bills) | Medical aid membership  
Age  
Parental status |
Memory-based reasoning was used in collections. A case study used multivariate kernel regression to predict the probability of repayment. Self-organising maps combined with Cox-proportional hazard models were used to model repayment patterns. Bayesian networks were used to predict the probability of repayment of customers, and were used for classifying social media data.

Support vector machine: Support vector machines were used to assess payment probability of customers, and were used for classifying social media data.

Text mining and speech analytics: The usage of text mining by collections agencies to assess future viability of collections is noted by De Almeida Filho et al. The possibility of using speech analytics to assess the vast quantity of data generated by call centres which could not be feasibly done by human labour has been discussed by Ullrich et al.

Classification tree: Classification trees were used to assess payment probability of customers, and for classifying social media data.

Random forest: Random forests were used to assess the payment probability of customers.

Self-organising map: Self-organising maps combined with Cox-proportional hazard models were used to model repayment patterns of credit card debt.

Multivariate kernel regression: Multivariate kernel regression was used to predict the probability of repayment.

Memory-based reasoning: Memory-based reasoning was used in collections.

Recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) analysis: Collection agencies can investigate applications of RFM analysis to their collections. Recency might be ‘How long ago was the last repayment?’ Frequency might be ‘How frequently does the debtor repay?’ Monetary value might be ‘Average repayment amount or proportion of debt repaid per repayment’. RFM analysis can then be used to segment debtors and obtain a better understanding of the factors influencing repayment behaviour, as well as as an input to a queue-building model.

Multivariate regression: Collections were modelled with a multivariate regression model.

Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies

After analysing debtors and creating collection queues, the queues are assigned to agents who then communicate with debtors and attempt to collect as much as possible on the accounts in arrears. A summary of innovative ways to enhance collection strategies is provided in Table 5.
Innovations for South African collection agencies

According to Melo, a representative of the analytics software company FICO, the collection strategies of the future will make use of digital, automated communication. Melo’s results showed that debtors prefer digital, automated interaction to agent-based interaction. Taking this result into consideration, and the fact that South African collection agencies typically perform the majority of their communication through call centres, for which personnel salaries account for up to 70% of collection costs, innovative ways to enhance call centres are required (and possible ways are provided in Table 5).

Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies include the use of machine learning, optimised scheduling, app-based solutions, avatars, interactive websites (online debt collection), real-life stories and ringless voicemail drops. When considering these developing trends, it is reasonable to assume that the collection strategies of the future will mostly utilise digital, automated communication.

The impact of automated communication on the call centre industry is recommended as a crucial research topic, as estimates of the number of people employed in call centres in South Africa range from 54 000 to 210 000. Studies in the Philippines, home of the world’s largest call centre industry, are already reporting reduced growth rates and a tenfold increase in agent productivity, has been reported. It is recommended that real-life stories by debtors who have improved their lives by repaying bad debt should be included in collections strategies. This engagement might ease the communications process with debtors and promote the value of good repayment behaviour.

According to TrueAccord, a US software company, has developed a collections system that is reported to use behavioural analytics, machine learning and a humanistic approach to automate the collections process. An increase in collections by 20%, as well as a tenfold increase in agent productivity, has been reported. The DirectDrop Voicemail product allows collections agents to send voicemails to debtors, without having to call. The two main benefits of such a system are that regulations restricting telephonic communication do not apply and debtors are able to access the messages in their own time, without intrusion into their personal or business lives. This approach might improve debtors’ perception of collection agencies.

Table 5: Overview of data provided by data brokers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td>Machine-learning models are used to create queues which are assigned to agents using a method dubbed the ‘snake-draft method’. A combination of optimisation theory and data modelling has been used to develop two possible approaches to agent scheduling that incorporate random arrival and abandonment rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimised scheduling</td>
<td>Traditional methods of agent scheduling can be optimised using mixed-integer formulations, e.g. a spreadsheet-based solution was implemented which takes into consideration: call volume during a time period; customer abandonment of the call; business rules determining acceptable waiting times; and staff availability, preference and seniority. This solution produced 15–20% lower aggregate personnel requirements when compared to previous scheduling methods used by the centre at no significant cost to the call centre’s performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App-based solutions (Avatars)</td>
<td>The stigma surrounding bad debt and delinquent accounts affects the approachability of debtors by collections agents. Avatars have been proposed as a method for circumventing this stigma. Note that the industry leader for avatar-based collections is the AvaPay system developed by BeGuided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive websites (online debt collection)</td>
<td>TrueAccord, a US software company, has developed a collections system that is reported to use behavioural analytics, machine learning and a humanistic approach to automate the collections process. An increase in collections by 20%, as well as a tenfold increase in agent productivity, has been reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-life stories</td>
<td>It is recommended that real-life stories by debtors who have improved their lives by repaying bad debt should be included in collections strategies. This engagement might ease the communications process with debtors and promote the value of good repayment behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring-less voicemail drops</td>
<td>The DirectDrop Voicemail product allows collections agents to send voicemails to debtors, without having to call.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two factors to consider when evaluating collection strategies. Firstly, before comparing the performance, it is important that macroeconomic factors be taken into account when the collection strategies under comparison are implemented at different times, as macroeconomic factors affect collections. Secondly, it is also crucial that the performance evaluation criteria for a strategy be specified in advance, before the strategy is implemented.

Some innovative ways to evaluate strategies are given next. The first innovative way to evaluate such strategies is the use of speech analytics software to analyse the large volume of telephonic conversations and associated data which are generated by call centres. Because it is impractical for managers to listen to every phone call, a digital solution capable of identifying the quality of a phone call is a practical alternative. Two companies which offer commercial products capable of speech analytics are Nexidia’s software analytics and CallMiner. We recommend that South African collection agencies investigate the usage of speech analytics to analyse debtor–agent interaction and identify key phrases associated with good and bad repayment behaviour. Different approaches to speech analytics are available. As significant research has been done in text analytics, the usage of speech-to-text software is proposed as a method to obtain the necessary data for analysing automated collection strategies. Secondly, a specific best practice when evaluating a collection strategy is the use of a champion–challenger strategy. Based on the literature, it is clear that separate evaluation of the critical components mentioned earlier is possible, as described in Table 6.
It is critical that these challenger models be developed on the same data sets.

Table 6: Methods for separate evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods for separate evaluation</th>
<th>Proposals and comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the predictive power of data through the use of variable selection techniques</td>
<td>Automatic variable selection techniques are not recommended – variable selection should include considerations of both predictive power and the cost of obtaining the relevant data and consequently expert interpretation is required. Note that this evaluation should form part of the ‘model development’ phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate model performance: ‘comparing apples with apples’</td>
<td>Apply ‘through-the-cycle’ versus ‘point-in-time’ model estimates to compensate for transitory macroeconomic conditions. Establish reference periods for comparing models, i.e. model comparison should be based on the same data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenger models can be used to evaluate the accuracy of the current score-generating model</td>
<td>It is critical that these challenger models be developed on the same data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating model accuracy through back-testing</td>
<td>The scores generated by the model should be reflective of the profit a debt collector can expect to make by targeting a specific debtor for collections. Back-testing, which is the practice of comparing model predictions to actual values, is a suitable technique for evaluating the model’s accuracy. Note that this back-testing should occur at both the portfolio level and debtor level, with consideration of the individual debt amounts. Similar to account-level vs segment-level evaluation and exposure weighted vs number weighted evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Evaluating agent assignment and communication strategies                                       | It is proposed that the existing collections strategy, specifically the method whereby agents are assigned to queues, and the communications strategy employed can be evaluated analogously to the champion–challenger methodology. The details are as follows:  
• Identify different segments in an existing collections portfolio.  
• Randomly divide each segment into two uneven populations (i.e. use an 80–20 split) and apply the current strategy to the large population and the challenger strategy to the small population.  
• Statistical inference can be used to evaluate whether the challenger strategy results in significant improvements over the current strategy. |

Recommendations for South African collection agencies

Innovative uses of data sources in collections

The following is a list of our recommendations with respect to data sources:

• Collection agencies should consider broadening their communications strategies to include social media and digital platforms (such as applications). User interaction with such platforms generates data, which could also be used to profile debtors.

• When debtors are business owners, web-mining techniques can be used to extract data directly from individual websites. Such cases, however, might be sparse, and consequently a cost-benefit analysis of such an undertaking is advised.

• We emphasise that the predictive power and legality of any data need to be carefully assessed before data are included in any model, especially data sources from data brokers who collect data from several different domains, such as corporate (employment history, qualifications, etc.) and civil (dependants, marital status, etc.) records.

• Several social media data vendors are active in the developed world, most notably in the USA and UK. These firms provide data streams of social media data, aggregated across multiple platforms and filtered to an extent. Communication with one of these firms revealed that privacy legislation might impede the usage of such data sources to profile individual debtors. Because of these restrictions, we cannot advocate for the use of social media data, as provided by these vendors, at the current stage. Social media data, as they are currently available, may only provide a general overview of debtor demographics and high-level segmentation (such as analysing debtor repayment behaviour for rural versus urban debtors).

A notable exception is mobile phone data: despite the prevalence of mobile phones, no studies could be found which utilised mobile phone data for collections. Despite this fact, we are of the opinion that South African collection agencies should investigate the use of mobile phone data in this context.

Innovative uses of machine learning in collections

The recommendations regarding debtor analysis and queue building are:

• As traditional techniques can be implemented relatively quickly and at low cost, it is recommended that these be used as a baseline.

• A critical examination of the validity of the assumptions underlying these models is advised. Should these assumptions be violated, remedial measures need to be taken. Should remedial measures not suffice, it is suggested that alternative techniques be investigated.

• When highly non-linear or abstract patterns exist in the data, machine-learning techniques such as artificial neural networks have been shown to outperform traditional techniques.

• No single modelling technique will outperform all others in all contexts: consequently, the usage of champion–challenger strategies is advised.

• Models can be built from the outputs of more than one technique; for example, a classification technique could be used to identify segments of similar debtors, thereafter a logistic regression model could be used to estimate individual debtors’ probability of payment. The collections strategy can then be aligned to the debtors’ segment, whilst an agent can be allocated according to the estimated probability of payment.

• Existing models should be used, not only for collections, but also for statistical inference so that data-driven understandings of operations can be obtained.

• Collection agencies should investigate offering longer pay-back periods to debtors, in conjunction with the agency’s clients.
Innovations for South African collection agencies
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Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies

The recommendations for collections practices at operational level are as follows:

- Mobile applications have grown in popularity, and studies have shown that an increasing number of consumers use these apps for business. Collections-specific applications already exist and have been well received by debtors; it is reported that these applications also improve collection rates and agent productivity. It is recommended that collection agencies investigate the development of a mobile application for usage by both debtors and agents, as it can provide an easily accessible, innovative and standardised platform for collections and communication.

- Studies have shown that the performance of call centres can be accurately assessed using speech analytics. It is recommended that a cost–benefit analysis be performed to evaluate whether existing software should be licenced for this purpose.

- The usage of avatars for communication purposes has been shown to be effective in reducing the stigma associated with bad debt, thus easing the communications process. It is advised that the usage of avatars for guiding debtors through the collections be investigated experimentally.

- Several different assignment strategies of agents to collections queues are possible, and recommendations in this regard are provided in the section titled ‘Innovative ways to enhance collection strategies’.

- Linear programming – a commonly used method in decision support – can be utilised to optimise agent scheduling for call centres.

- Collections strategies of the future will most probably pivot towards digital, automated communication.

Innovative ways to evaluate collection strategies

Our recommendations regarding performance strategies are:

- It is critical that the collections strategy (queue-building model, business rules, etc.) used at any specific time be well documented to allow for fair comparisons of the performance of different collections strategies.

- The metric used to assess the collections strategy’s performance – such as collections rate, collections period or collections cost – needs to be specified upfront.

- When assessing the performance of two different collections strategies, it is necessary to make sure that a valid comparison is made. For example, investigate the debtor profiles of the two different collection strategies. Also, the specific time period could be compared to determine a valid comparison (different macro-economic scenarios can make two strategies incompatible). Champion–challenger strategies are commonly used to evaluate and improve model performance.

The implementation of these recommendations will be critical to ensuring that South African collections agencies operate profitably, ethically and in line with international standards.

Conclusions

Research on cutting-edge innovations for collection agencies was summarised. Key phases of the collections cycle were identified, and critical aspects of those phases were researched to determine the latest developments. A comprehensive overview of the research findings was provided and theoretical studies, as well as practical applications through case studies, were included. The understanding of the literature and the collections industry in general was used to identify possible applications of these findings to South African collection agencies and recommendations were provided.

It is clear that the field of collections is a complex one, but several slight improvements in the various aspects of a collection agency’s operations can, in aggregate, produce significant improvements to the efficiency and profitability thereof. The collections strategies of the future will most likely mature into digital, automated interaction. The recommendations will most probably find their way into future best practices of the collections industry.

Recommendations for future research

We have identified the following topics as viable future research prospects:

- The development of an operation evaluation strategy, comprising methods for the evaluation of all relevant aspects affecting a collections agency’s performance, i.e. evaluation of data sources, score generating models, agent assignment strategies, communication methods, etc.

- The development of industry specific back-testing techniques.

- Investigation of the state of South African debt collections agencies with respect to the recommendations made in this paper.
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